
Activity monitoring for seniors living alone

 Emergency 
Angel

A Raspberry Pi, an Arduino, a flow sensor, a webcam with a 

microphone, several Python scripts, and speech recognition tools 

provide an affordable health monitoring system for seniors based 

on water consumption. By Falko Benthin

In this age of demographic change, peo-
ple live longer, and in their later years, 
often live alone. Grandma or Grandpa 
might not need assisted living just yet, 

but it’s nice to have a monitoring tool 
around to help identify emergencies and 

inform family or friends. In fact, it 
could be a question of life or death.

Fear oF Falling
Within the next few years, the pro-
portion of people aged 65 and 
older will increase to the extent 
that some unkind spirits are al-
ready speaking of a “silver tsu-
nami.” Eurostat, the statistical of-
fice of the European Union, esti-
mates “those aged 65 years or 
over will account for 29.5% of the 

EU-27’s population by 2060 (17.5% 
in 2011)” [1, Figure 2]. In the 

United States, the same age group is 
expected to nearly double by 2030, 

from 40 to 72 million, accounting for 
20 percent of the population (13 percent 

in 2010) [2]. A similar development is ex-
pected in other industrialized nations. 

About 20 percent of people in the 65- to 70-
year age group will be living alone. This num-
ber will remain more or less constant in men 
with increasing age. But the proportion of 
women living alone will increase to 56 per-
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cent for those over 80 years of age [3] be-
cause of differences in life expectancy.

Falling and fear of falling play an important 
role in the 65-plus age group. Several studies 
[4] [5] show that approximately one third of 
seniors over the age of 65 fall at least once a 
year. In many societies, falls among senior 
citizens are a major cost factor in healthcare. 
Although most falls are harmless, five to 10 
percent have serious consequences [6]. Sin-
gle people who are unable to get back to 
their feet and call for help after a fall often re-
main undetected for several hours or longer. 
A frightening 3.2 percent of people over the 
age of 65 living alone are found helpless or 
dead in their homes every year [7].

SophiSticated SenSorS
Scientists have been searching for solutions 
to the worrisome problem of seniors falling 
for more than two decades. In 1991, Lord 
and Colvin [8] presented a system compris-
ing video surveillance and acceleration sen-
sors designed to help automatically detect 
falls. In the following years, scientists from 
different countries have developed a variety 
of technologies for detecting falls and alert-
ing helpers in good time [9].

These technologies relied on acceleration 
sensors, (3D) video surveillance, and motion 
and pressure sensors. Systems that rely on 
near-field communication (NFC), micro-
phone arrays, or sensors on everyday objects 
were also designed and tested. These tech-
nologies have become more sophisticated 
over the years, and now they can do more 
than simply discover whether a single person 
is doing well. They can even tell whether the 
person made tea or coffee for breakfast or 
identify behavioral changes that could be a 
sign of incipient dementia.

As intelligent and sophisticated as these 
technologies might be, they usually fail for 
several reasons: They require laboratory con-
ditions, extensive remodeling of the living 
space, a significant degree of technical knowl-
edge, or a large amount of money, usually 
several hundreds or thousands of euros [10]. 

Low-cost solutions, such as alarm devices 
worn around the neck or strap-on accelera-
tion sensors often fail because of lack of com-
pliance of the target group; the devices are 
forgotten or are simply impractical, because 
they must be removed in the shower and be-
cause the batteries must be actively managed.

Seheiah
The Seheiah system (see the box “Why the 
Name?”) presented here was developed as 
part of a research project, against the back-
ground of increasing poverty in old age and 
the projected shortage of nurses [11]-[13]. 
The aim of the study was to develop a sys-
tem capable of monitoring the activity of 
people living alone in a discrete, low-mainte-
nance, and privacy-respecting way and of 
alerting relatives and friends in an assumed 
emergency on the basis of daily water con-
sumption – all for less than EUR 100.

how it workS
Seheiah is based on a Raspberry Pi (Rasp Pi) 
Model B, an Arduino Uno, a flow sensor, and 
a USB webcam with a microphone (Figure 1). 
The flow sensor is installed downstream of 
the main water valve, so that all points of 
consumption can be monitored with a single 
device. When water is drawn, a small rotor 
inside the sensor rotates. An integrated Hall 
effect sensor registers the rotations and re-
turns values between 0 and about 20,000, 
which are read by the Arduino and transmit-
ted to the Rasp Pi. However, the recorded val-
ues are not authoritative. The flow sensor 
simply acts as a state sensor, which has the 
states “water flow” or “no water flow.”

Besides the Arduino, a USB webcam with 
an integrated microphone is connected to the 
Rasp Pi. In case of an alert, the webcam 
takes a snapshot of the person’s living space, 
which is sent along with the alarm message. 
All hardware is available for significantly less 
than EUR 100, and, if you are creative and at-
tach an optical mouse to the water meter in-
stead of using a flow sensor, you can reduce 
the price even more.

The ancient Hebrew tradition 
known as Shemhamphorasch 
derives the 72 names for God, 
which are sometimes inter
preted as the 72 angels or intelli
gences. The 28th angel, Se
hei ah, is the angel of longevity 
and protection against falls, ac
cidents, and diseases. Besides 
the ability to predict events, 
Seheiah’s capabilities also in
clude rehabilitation, health, and 
great wisdom and inner peace 
from experience.

Why the Name?

Figure 1: Seheiah hardware: Rasp Pi, Arduino Uno, flow sensor, and webcam.
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ends to cover 20 days in total. The number of 
days recorded allows Seheiah to learn new 
behaviors quickly, such as sleeping half an 
hour longer during the winter.

On the basis of stored values, the system 
checks the probability of water consumption 
within the stated and freely selectable inter-
val. The level of probability is also arbitrary 
so that infrequently occurring events are not 
considered.

In this evaluation, intervals, l, of a length 
of one second are formed. If an event occurs 
once within an interval, S=1, this value ap-
plies to the entire interval. This approach 
helps aggregate a large number of short 
events in quick succession. Several succes-
sive intervals form a behavior vector v, 
which must consist of at least three intervals. 
Behavior vector v considers the past n×l 
seconds. The number of intervals (interval 
quantum=n) is basically freely selectable, 
but the period should not be too large. The 
factor n×l also determines the previously 
mentioned tolerance. This tolerance is taken 
into account when comparing past with pres-
ent behavior.

In addition to the behavior for the past 
n×l seconds queried in the database, the 
system also examines whether water is cur-
rently flowing. The data is only written to the 
database after the water flow stops. This is 
why a check is needed to discover whether 
the sensor has detected an activity, and if so, 
how long it has been going on.

For example, if the interval is set to 300 
seconds and the behavior vector consists of 
three intervals, the records are checked – in 
case of possible deviant behavior at time t – 
based on the probability that the behavior 
can occur. However, the data query also 
checks for sensor activities in the period 
t±(n×l) seconds (a quarter of an hour be-
fore and after the current time).

identiFying critical 
eventS
If a sensor uses water within an observation 
period, but the water does not flow all the 
time, there is probably nothing to worry 
about. Critical cases are those in which no 
water flows or water flows for a long time 
(see cases A and B). To identify critical cases 

Seheiah mainly targets seniors living alone. 
The system is based on several assumptions:
•	 The	person	to	be	monitored	lives	in	a	stu-

dio apartment.
•	 The	person	to	be	monitored	has	a	regular	

routine.
•	 The	person	to	be	monitored	has	friends	

and family.
•	 The	person	to	be	monitored	has	a	reliable	

Internet connection.
The underlying idea is that people in indus-
trialized societies consume a fair amount of 
water throughout the day (e.g., visits to the 
bathroom, personal hygiene, food prepara-
tion, washing up, watering the flowers, etc.) 
and that activities related to this water con-
sumption can help determine whether a per-
son is actively going about their daily life or 
is injured or worse.

To detect an emergency, Seheiah stores a 
tuple of events, comprising the start time and 
the duration of the water withdrawals, in a 
SQLite database for a defined number of 
days (observePeriod=D) and thus learns the 
daily rhythm of the senior. Some tolerances 
are allowed; the “reliable senior” does not 
need to shower every day at exactly 7:00am, 
but between, say, 6:45 and 7:15am. The eval-
uation makes a distinction between week-
days and weekends. A recording time of 10 
days would include 10 weekdays and 5 week-

#latex formula

\begin{eqnarray*}

        

\|v\| & = & \sqrt{v^2_1 + v^2_2 + + v^2_n} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^n{v^2_i}}\\

        K & = & \begin{cases}

                1 & \textrm{falls } \|v\| = 0 \\

                1 & \textrm{falls } \|v\| = \sqrt{n} \\

                0 & \textrm{sonst}

        \end{cases}

\end{eqnarray*}

ListiNg 1: Identifying Critical Cases

\begin{eqnarray*}

        P(e_t) & = & \frac{number\:events\:at\:time\:t \pm (n \ast l)\:sec}

{number\:of\:recorded\:days}\\

        & = & \frac{\sum_{i=1}^D{e_{i_{t \pm (n \ast l)}}}}{D}

\end{eqnarray*}

ListiNg 2: Calculating Laplace Probability

\begin{eqnarray*}

        \cos(\varphi) & = & \frac{v \cdot h}{\sqrt{\|v\|} \ast \sqrt{\|h\|}}\\

        & = & \frac{\sum_{i=1}^n{v_i \ast h_i}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^n{v^2_i}} \ast \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^n{h^2_i}}}

\end{eqnarray*}

ListiNg 3: Comparing Historical Behavior Vectors
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K, the behavior vector is normalized and a 
case distinction is performed (Listing 1).

At K=1, Seheiah queries the database for 
each value in the behavior vector v, as it ap-
peared at that time in the past. The tolerance 
is considered and whether events need to be 
checked for weekdays or weekends/ holidays. 
All events found in period t±(n×l) seconds 
are summed and divided by the number of 
days monitored. These steps are used to form 
the Laplace probability P(e_t), as shown in 
Listing 2.

If you are dealing with an “ideal” senior, 
who is at home every day and consumes 
water at the same time within the tolerance 
period, the probability is 100 percent 
[P(e_t)=1]. Because retirees and their lives 
are usually not ideal in the mathematical 
sense, the probability will be lower in many 
cases. Thus, a threshold u for fairly safe be-
havior (thresholdProbability=u) is set; this 
value also takes into account that the subject 
might have a lazy day from time to time, or 
that the regular daily routine might differ oc-
casionally. If a probability below this thresh-
old is determined, none of the related events 
are taken into account, and the probability is 
set to [P(e_t)=0]. This approach also pre-
vents infrequent events (e.g., a visitor uses 
the bathroom, asks for a glass of water, etc.) 
from being evaluated.

The probability values are entered into a 
the historical behavior vector h, which 
comes from the same vector space as v. The 
vectors v and h are then compared for cosine 

similarity \cos(\varphi), where \varphi is the 
angle between v and h (Listing 3).

In this example, \cos(\varphi)=1 would 
mean a complete match, whereas v and h 
are orthogonal to one other at \cos(\var
phi)=0 and do not resemble one another 
one iota. To detect unusual behavior, a 
threshold value s is also is set for the cosine 
similarity (thresholdCosSimilarity=s), de-
pending on the number of the intervals ob-
served (n). For example, s=0.7 represents a 
good initial threshold for the default value of 
n=3. If \cos(\varphi)<s occurs several 
times in succession (3n), the alarm cascade 
is triggered (Figure 2).

The system also can be informed about pe-
riods of absence. If the senior politely says 
“Seheiah bye bye” when leaving the apart-
ment, critical events are not evaluated. When 
water is used later, the system is automati-
cally re-enabled.

alarm caScade
In case of an alarm, the alarm cascade is re-
sponsible for notifying family members or 
caregivers about a suspected fall. The alarm 
cascade communicates with the activity moni-
tor and voice recognition via a Unix socket. 
All messages received there (ALARM, UNEX-
PECTED BEHAVIOR, FINE, WATER FLOW) 
are interpreted. If the activity detector identi-
fies deviant behavior, it sends the message 
UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOR to the alarm cas-
cade. This event triggers playback of an audio 
file (<path_to_seheiah>/mp3s/unexpected_be

Figure 2: Flowchart fall detection.
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False alarms can occur relatively fre-
quently, depending on the values set for in-
tervals, behavior vectors or thresholds, or 
behavior changes, such as sleeping longer in 
the morning. Assuming that the senior re-
ally is feeling fine, she can cancel the alarm 
by a simple voice command (“Seheiah 
alarm off”). For the senior, a false alarm is 
no more than an annoying error that costs 
significantly less than a fall that goes un-
noticed.

If the senior does not confirm her well-be-
ing within this period or if the alarm cascade 
receives an ALARM message, an alarm is 
triggered. To do this, the webcam grabs a 
snapshot and then mails it – along with the 
request to take care of the senior – to a list of 
recipients (Figure 3).

inStallation and 
commiSSioning
Seheiah [14] itself is relatively easy to install. 
You just need to download the Python scripts 
and install the packages stated in the how-to 
using aptget. Seheiah is a daemon imple-
mented in Python 2.7 comprising four con-
current threads (database, behavior monitor-
ing, alarm cascade, speech recognition); it is 
configured in the central configuration file, 
seheiah.cfg. The database is set up via

sqlite3 <name.db> < U

  <path_to_seheiah>/helpers/activity_log.sql

The flow sensor requires some manual atten-
tion that involves adding a series resistor. A 
tutorial can be found online [15], and an Ar-
duino sketch is available under <path_to_seh
eiah>/helpers/flowmeter.c.

A udev rule, like the one shown in Listing 
4, ensures that the Arduino appears on the 
same interface if possible and is not identi-
fied as /dev/ttyUSB0 or /dev/ttyUSB1 from one 
run to the next. The lsusb command pro-
vides the necessary parameters after the mi-
croprocessor board is connected to the Rasp 
Pi. The executing user should be a member 
of the plugdev group so that data sent by the 
Arduino can be read easily later (you need to 
be root for this: adduser <username> plugdev).

Speech recognition
The voice recognition software requires the 
most effort. PocketSphinx [16] is used for 
Seheiah, and a private acoustic model is gen-
erated. The advantage of this setup is that it 
is directly optimized for the future user, and 
slurred pronunciation or dialects do not 
cause any problems. The disadvantage is that 

havior.mp3), in which the senior is asked to 
confirm her well-being (message FINE). She 
has two minutes in which to comply.

Figure 3: Flowchart alarm cascade.

Figure 4: Twenty iterations per command still leads to a high failure rate. Fifty training sets per 

command are better, but 500 is optimum for best results.
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the acoustic model must be trained inten-
sively. Once that’s done, four commands 
(“alarm off,” “bye bye,” “help,” and “test”) 
are all it takes to control Seheiah. These com-
mands must be preceded by the “Seheiah” 
trigger to avoid false positives. It would be 
tragic, for example, if Grandma came home 
from a long trip, phoned her loved ones to 
report back, said “bye bye” at the end of the 
call, and then had a nasty fall.

For voice control of Seheiah, you need 
Sphinxbase [17] and SphinxTrain [18] on top 
of PocketSphinx. A number of dependencies 
can be resolved by issuing the

apt‑get install cython python‑gst0.10 U

  python‑gst0.10‑dev gstreamer‑tools U

  gstreamer0.10‑plugins‑base libpulse‑dev U

  gstreamer0.10‑pulseaudio

command. PocketSphinx is called in Seheiah 
via a GStreamer pipeline [19]. The export 
line

GST_PLUGIN_PATH=/usr/local/lib/gstreamer‑0.10

in ~/.profile ensures that the matching 
plugin is found later without much ado.

Furthermore, some adjustments are still 
needed to save yourself some surprises down 
the line. In the Sphinxbase directory, you 
need to delete the python/sphinxbase.c file, 
along with the python/pocketsphinx.c file in 
the Pocketsphinx folder. These files are 
buggy and are regenerated during the Cython 
installation process.

In the gstpocketsphinx.c and gstvader.c 
files below /pocketsphinx0.8/src/
gstplug in, you will want to change the sam-
ple rate [rate=(int)] from 8000 to 16000. A 
rate of 8,000Hz is only intended for voice 
recognition via phone. You can then install 
Sphinxbase, PocketSphinx, and SphinxTrain 
by running ./configure, make clean all, and 
then, with root privileges, make install for 
each.

To help train the acoustic model, Seheiah 
comes with a language model and some 
configuration files (<path_to_seheiah>/
acoustic_model/). At the moment, these are 
customized German models. If your senior 
is a native English speaker, take a look at 
the PocketSphinx wiki [20] [21] to build 
your own model and customize the gst
SphinxCli.py method final_result(self, 
hyp, uttid).

The biggest chore before going live is re-
cording enough raw material. The Sphinx de-
velopers refer to five hours of audio for each 
speaker, given a small vocabulary. In our lab, 
viable results were obtained after 50 repeti-
tions of each command. To reach the training 

#/etc/udev/rules.d/70‑microcontrollers.rules

#arduino uno

SUB SYSTEMS=="usb", KERNEL=="<ttyACM[0‑9]*>", ATTRS{idVendor}=="<2341>", ATTRS{idProduct}=="<0001>",  

SYMLINK+="<sensors/arduino_%s{serial}>", MODE="660", GROUP="plugdev"

#seeeduino

SUB SYSTEMS=="usb", KERNEL=="<ttyUSB[0‑9]*>", ATTRS{idVendor}=="<0403>", ATTRS{idProduct}=="<6001>",  

SYMLINK+="<sensors/arduino_%s{serial}>", MODE="660", GROUP="plugdev"

ListiNg 4: udev Rules

#/etc/asound.conf

pcm.pulse {

    type pulse

}

ctl.pulse {

    type pulse

}

pcm.!default {

    type pulse

}

ctl.!default {

    type pulse

}

ListiNg 5: /etc/ asound.conf

#/etc/pulse/daemon.conf

daemonize = yes

high‑priority = yes

nice‑level = 5

exit‑idle‑time = ‑1

resample‑method = src‑sinc‑medium‑quality

default‑sample‑format = s16le

default‑sample‑rate = 48000

default‑sample‑channels = 2"

ListiNg 6: /etc/ pulse/ daemon.conf
File Name Command
alarm_off#.wav SEHEIAH ALARM OFF

off#.wav OFF

bye#.wav SEHEIAH BYE BYE

help#.wav SEHEIAH HELP

ohhelp#.wav HELP

test#.wav SEHEIAH TEST
a For illustrational purposes; the Seheiah acoustic and language modules presently are only in German.

tabLe 1: File Names and Associated Commandsa
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transcription, 7646_train.fileids, and 7646_
train.transcription in the etc directory of 
the acoustic model. Care must be taken to 
ensure that the entry in the nth row of 
<file>.fileids matches <file>.transcription 
to prevent nonsensical behavior of the voice 
recognition system.

Once the files exist, the training process 
can be initiated in the <path_to_seheiah>/
acoustic_model directory by issuing the 
sphinxtrain run command. At the end of 
each training session, a test is carried out 
that uses the test files to identify the recogni-
tion rate (Figure 4). During training, it is ad-
visable to give the commands from different 
positions in the room and optimize the re-
cording level.

During speech recognition, the Rasp Pi 
complained when used with ALSA that the 
recording stream could not be interpreted 
quickly enough. The problem was solved by 
changing to the alternative PulseAudio, 
which was associated with a surprising num-
ber of configuration steps before the voice 
recognition system worked smoothly [19]. 
This setup required an /etc/asound.conf file 
(Listing 5).

Specifically, the value of DISALLOW_MODULE_
LOADING in /etc/default/pulseaudio had to be 
set to 0. And, in /etc/libao.conf, pulse had 
to be specified as the default driver instead 
of alsa. Other changes related to /etc/pulse/
daemon.conf are shown in Listing 6. Finally, 
the executing user still needs to join the 
pulseaccess group by running adduser 
<username> pulseaccess.

concluSionS
So far, Seheiah has only been installed and 
tested in two households. The tests showed 
that a regular daily schedule is the most im-
portant factor for reliably detecting falls and 
that you need to experiment with the thresh-
old values (Figures 5-7).

Falls are detected promptly if they occur 
immediately before a regularly recurring 
event (e.g., a regular nightly visit to the bath-
room) or if they are accompanied by unusu-
ally high water consumption (e.g., a slip in 
the shower).

If a senior falls when leaving the shower or 
at night when returning from the bathroom 
to the bed, it could take several hours in the 
worst case before Seheiah detected the fall. 
This situation does not help to prevent a 
“long lie.” In the best case, the victim is still 
conscious, still has a clear voice and clear 
pronunciation, and can instruct Seheiah to 
send a call for help.  ● ● ●

set of five hours recommended by the CMU 
Sphinx developers, each command needs to 
be repeated 400 to 500 times.

The commands are stored in the wav/ sub-
directory using

arecord ‑r 16000 ‑D hw:1,0 ‑d 5 U

  ‑f S16_LE ‑c 1 <filename#>.wav

File names of the form <filename#>.wav are 
intended for testing purposes. Three in-
stances exist, complete with all commands 
and the trigger (Seheiah+command). The 
file names for the individual commands are 
shown in Table 1.

PocketSphinx did have difficulty with the 
OFF command in our lab, so it should be 
practiced intensively. You can specify the 
number of files individually. The files to 
modify are 7646_test.fileids, 7646_test.

Figure 5: Visualization of the tuple in the database 

stored in five-minute intervals.

Figure 6: On half of the weekends, the senior was on the road, without saying “bye bye.” The 

probability of a fall being detected is only guaranteed in the early morning, late evening, or 

at night.
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Figure 7: On a weekday, a whole day might pass in the worst case before the subject is detected. In this case, the intervals and 

threshold values need some serious adjustment.
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